
Residential round elevator glass, custom home elevator glass, circular
Glass Lifts, curved lift glass manufacturer

 

Why the usage of round glass elevators in the home is increasing day by day?

1.  The elevators provide a very safe way for people with limited mobility to move from one floor to
another so that they can go around all of their houses.

2.  Round glass elevators take up much less space than other types of elevators and offer wonderful
panoramic views for passengers.

https://www.glassmanufacturerchina.com/products/Good-price-10mm-super-clear-curve-tempered-glass-elevator-lifts-wholesale.html


 

So residential round glass elevators are more and more hot sale for home use. The round elevator glass
require very small radius curved shape, many of them require radius around 500mm, and very high safety.

It’s with very high difficulty to produce it, but it’s the very item our factory is especially expert on, as we
can produce very high safety 5+5 curved tempered laminated glass with small radius R≥450mm.

https://www.glassmanufacturerchina.com/products/5-5mm-curve-laminated-safety-glass-prices-11.52mm-bent-laminated-tempered-glass-manufacturers.html


What type of curved elevator glass we can produce?

1.  5+5mm thickness curved tempered laminated glass, no bubble no defect no scratch.

2.  small radius R≥450mm, high toughness will not delaminate;

3.   Long  time  Cooperated  with  global  elevator  leader  companies,  with  rich  experience  to  produce
Customized sizes perfectly with customized radius, width and height;

4.  Customized size and location holes strictly as customer’s drawing;

5.  The tolerance of our glass is ±1mm on size and  ±0.2mm on thickness, we will not make less size or
thickness in order to save cost.





What type of pack we will use for the curved glass?

1.  Protective film cover each sheet glass, to make sure it’s clean and no dirty;

2.  cork or pearl wood between glass to make sure no scratch;



 

3.  New strong safety polywood crate to make sure the high safety for all glass inside.



4.  All crates are well fixed in the container to make sure them no move during transport.



 

What kind of warranty we can supply?

1.  After the glass arrived, If any quality problem, we will refund back or replace in shortest time.

2.  Long use life, 10 years warranty, can save much of your money to replace.

 

In one word, our glass is with top quality, exact size, safety pack and excellent warranty after sale. For
more details, welcome to contact us and discuss, we are always online for you.


